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The following story, told by Soreiyos Yip, is one that a teacher loves to hear. Obviously, she 
must have entered into a good luck period and the Feng Shui knowledge only confirmed the 
good heaven luck. 
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Dear Master Yu, 

A few months ago I wrote you to register myself in 4 pillars of destiny course. You had 
approved my intention. Now, I have a story to tell you: 

Before I could act on anything there were many things happening to me in a big and positive 
way. Is it due to my heaven luck is improving ? (I will find out in 4 pillars course) or due to the 
Feng Shui I've learned from your corresponding courses? . I don't know. 

History: After finishing 2nd level Feng Shui course, I got a job. Of course I applied the FS 
techniques. A few weeks later, I bought a house according to FS principles that I knew best at 
that time. Even though I could not find a house to satisfy 100% FS theory, at least I got 70% 
and I applied the cure 30%. This happened within 8 to 10 months from FS application.  

I started 3rd level course after I have lived in the house for one month. Then I started to apply 
the Flying Stars techniques to the house. With several trials and errors, I started to notice the 
effects of the Flying Stars. I would like to mention here that I synthesized my application a lot 
from the knowledge I read in the course materials and the knowledge I got from group forum 
posting. 

I have lived in my house for 10 months, and now I got another job in the United States with 
the offer that I couldn't refuse. Is this due to the Flying Stars? I don't know. Even though I'm 
not interactive at all with the forum due to my lack of time, I'm surely constantly in touch with 
what's going on at the posting. The group forum is excellent. 

For all these reasons, I could not get back to you on my 4 pillars of destiny course which you 
have advised to me to take. And I will certainly take it. Since I'm not living anymore in Montreal, 
as soon as I find myself an address in the United States, I will subscribe myself to the course I 
intended to do long ago. 

Soreiyos Yip 

 



 

 

Joseph Yu B.Sc. 余若愚 was born during the second world war in a small village in South China. He 

spent his childhood as a country boy and did not receive any formal education until he came to Hong 

Kong at the age of eleven. A lot of people suggest to him that he should create a story of learning 

Astrology and Feng Shui in early childhood from a monk as do many a famous Feng Shui Master. He 

prefers to tell the truth. 

Yu studied Mathematics and Physics in the University of Hong Kong in the early 1960's. He abhorred 

all kinds of superstition and vowed to destroy such absurd beliefs of ignorant people. He then 

frequented libraries, trying to find fault with Astrology and Feng Shui from ancient books. The deeper 

he went into the subject, the more excited he became about the rich legacy of ancient Chinese culture. 

 

Whether or not to become a professional astrologer and geomancer or continue in the fields of 

mathematics and physics, became a constant dilemma. Astrology and Feng Shui have been viewed as 

superstition by their skeptics. Astrologers and Feng Shui masters have been linked with fraud for 

centuries. 

 

Someone wrote in his book, "If more knowledgeable men provide true Astrology and Feng Shui 

services, the ignorant and fake 'professionals' will vanish." Sharing the same view, Yu decided to 

provide useful services and correspondence courses at an affordable price. 

While Joseph Yu was a mathematics teacher after his graduation, he was lucky to have as his neighbor 

one old Feng Shui master. This old master was very kind to disclose a lot of secrets of the five arts to 

him even though he was not one of the old master's apprentices. 

In one Chinese New Year party at the old master's home, the master said to his disciples, "This young 

man, though not officially under my care, has learned more than most of you because he has a logical 

mind and dares to argue with me on various issues." 

The old master passed away a few months later. Joseph Yu did not feel comfortable in the company of 

the disciples of this good master. He is grateful, but circumstances make it impossible to express his 

gratitude towards the master who passed on to him a lot of invaluable knowledge. 

This article was published in Master 

Joseph’s Yu website: 

https://www.astro-fengshui.com  

Check other articles and find 

valuable knowledge in the courses 

and seminars in our Feng Shui 

Research Center! Welcome and 

enjoy! 

https://www.astro-fengshui.com/

